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Abstract:
Faced with frequent product rollovers, customers need to decide which version of products to purchase. Should they purchase the current version, or wait for a new
generation of products in the future? On the other hand, the seller employs different pricing strategies to induce customers to make early purchases. This paper particularly
investigates two demand management options that have potential in inducing customers to make early purchases for the current version of products. Under a dynamic
markdown policy, the seller adjusts the discount level for the current version of products over time. Under a dynamic tradeup policy, the seller determines the trade-up
price over time, and consumers who purchase the trade-up option can use the current version of products and trade it up for the new version once it is released. We find
that both the optimal markdown price and the optimal trade-up price do not necessarily decrease over time. More importantly, each policy induce different groups of
customers to make early purchases for the current version of products, and it turns out that no one policy always dominates the other. We further propose a hybrid policy
which combines both the markdown and the trade-up policies and performs better than each single policy.
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